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QUESTION 1A Help Desk engineer has expressed concern about the security of user data in virtual desktop sessions. How is user
data potential in View session? A. Horizon (with View) caches user data in local RAM on each ESXi host to avoid transmission
across the network.B. Horizon (with View) uses CHAP to protect user data.C. Horizon (with View) encrypts user data at the
Connection Server and decrypts it with a user- supplied smartcard.D. Horizon (with View) encapsulates and encrypts sessions
using SSL to protect user when using PCoIP. Answer: ADExplanation:
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/techpaper/vmware-horizon-view-security-considerations.pdf QUESTION 2How are VMware
Horizon 6 storage policies applied to virtual desktops that are located on a Virtual SAN distributed datastore? A. The policies are
automatically and individually applied to non-persistent virtual desktops.B. The policies are configured using a Virtual SAN
custom storage policy.C. The policies are upon deployment of a virtual desktop from a linked clone.D. The policies are
automatically and individually applied per disk. Answer: DExplanation:
http://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2014/04/horizon-view-6-0-virtual-san-match-made-vmware.html QUESTION 3An administrator
has received complaints from several mobile and remote branch office users regarding performance. Users report extremely slow
access when connecting to the company VPN to take backups and snapshots. Which solution overcomes this issue and allows end
users to backup and synchronize devices to the datacenter without a VPN? A. VMware Horizon Security ServerB. VMware
View ComposerC. VMware Mirage GatewayD. VMware vRealize Automation Answer: C QUESTION 4A medium sized
company manages over 1,000 virtual machines, which are running on six ESXi hosts in a VMware Horizon 6 infrastructure. The
existing storage array is suffering lion performance and capacity issues. The company is considering deploying a new storage array,
but is concerned about the cost. Which VMware solution otters a software-defined storage platform that is fully integrated with
vSphere and can be deployed without the need for an external storage array? A. iSCSIB. Fibre Channel over EthernetC. Virtual
SAND. VMFS Answer: B QUESTION 5An administrator is using VMware Mirage to create a base operating system image, but is
concerned that deploying this operating system to different types of hardware can cause many problems. What two tasks can an
administrator implement to avoid this issue? (Choose two) A. Use a specific Application Layer driver during deployment.B.
Create operating system image via Sysprep with all pre-installed drivers.C. Deploy, maintain and use a Driver Library.D. Allow
users to install their own drivers and applications. Answer: ACExplanation:
http://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2014/04/horizon-view-6-0-virtual-san-match-made-vmware.html QUESTION 6A manager is
planning next year's budget and is concerned that desktop computers cost too much money for the length of time they are able to be
used. The manager wants a solution that is not just simple, but one that will last for years with little required maintenance. Which
type of business challenge is the manager being faced with? A. SecurityB. ManagementC. AccessibilityD. Application
Answer: C QUESTION 7An administrator wants to minimize the load caused by virtual desktop traffic In order to maximize
performance on an excessively taxed infrastructure Which type of business challenge is the administrator faced with? A.
AvailabilityB. SecurityC. ApplicationD. Management Answer: B
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